Cuts 4 types of DIN rail:
- 35 x 7.5mm standard symmetric steel rail
- 35 x 15mm symmetric steel rail
- 32mm asymmetric steel rail
- 15mm miniature steel rail

Part Number:
ASI305001 – 4 Bore DIN rail cutter with 1 meter ruler and end stop

Specifications:
- Length: 42½” (with ruler attached)
- Width: 30½”
- Height: 10” (handle in the down position)
- Weight: 28 lbs.

The NEW ASI DIN rail cutter is your low cost, time saving alternative to using a vise and hacksaw to cut your DIN rail. This cutter will give you a high quality factory cut without distorting the specifications of the DIN rail. If you have any question, contact ASI toll free 877-650-5160.

- Powerful lever action design reduces force needed to cut all rail types.
- Manufactured of hardened steel for years of maintenance free operation.
- The rail cutter includes a one meter ruler with built in end stop for time saving repetitive cutting.
- Bench top design does not need to be mounted permanently for operation.
- One die cuts 4 rail types, reducing set-up time for die changeovers.
- The cutter produces a burr free finished cut, eliminating the need for secondary filing or grinding.
- Designed and priced aggressively to be affordable for any size shop, big or small.

Other ASI Innovative Quality Products

- Terminal Blocks
- Miniature Circuit Breakers
- Sensors
- Sensor and Solenoid Cables
- Sensor Distribution Boxes
- Signal Conditioners
- Power Supplies
- High Density Relays
- AC Power Outlet Modules
- Complete Rail Assemblies
- Marking and Labeling System
- Tools and Ferrules